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Introduction:  
                towards local, unitary, perturbatively UV renormalizable QG  

 

Horava-Lifshitz gravity 
  

Problems with renormalization: 
 BPHZ renormalization and “regularity” of propagators 

 gauge invariance of UV counterterms (yesterday’s talk) 

 

“Regular” propagators and gauge fixing conditions 
 

Asymptotic freedom of (2+1)-dimensional Horava gravity 
 

Conclusions 
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Saving unitarity 



Anisotropic scaling transformations and scaling dimensions 

Foliation preserving diffeomorphisms 

ADM metric decomposition 
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dimensionality 
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``Projectable’’ theory 

Potential 

term 

Many more versions: extra  

structures in non-projectable  theory,   

reduction of structures for  

detailed balance case . . . 

Horava gravity 

action 

kinetic term -- unitarity 



Divergences power counting  



degree of  

divergence 

Log divergent  potential terms 

critical value 

Counting degree of divergences and dimensionalities 



Generalization of BPHZ renormalization theory (subtraction of 

subdivergences) works only for  Am> 0  and Bm> 0  

depends on gauge fixing 

Things are not so simple: 

 
Why power counting is not enough? 



Delete 



Analogy: Coulomb gauge in  QED and YM theory 

 

What is the analogue of  relativistic gauges? 



           Regular gauges for projectable HG 

 
Hint from relativistic theory: 

local 

extra derivatives to have 

homogeneity in scaling 

nonlocal in space 

Localization by auxiliary fields: 





            Gauge invariance of counterterms 

DeWitt, Tyutin, Voronov, Stelle, Batalin, Vilkovisky, 

Slavnov, Arefieva, Abbott… 

Barnich, Henneaux, Grassi, Anselmi,… 
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Background covariant gauge conditions + BRST 

structure of renormalization (yesterday’s talk) 

Background field method: 





Asymptotic freedom in (2+1)-dimensions 

Essential coupling constants: 

Off-shell extension  
is not unique: 



background split 

background covariant 

gauge-fixing term 

¾, » – free parameters 

localization of the 

kinetic term by 

auxilairy field ¼ 

action 
of ghosts: 



Diagrammatic technique in terms 

 of  

Perturbation theory  around  

flat  ST: 



Propagators   

particular gauge 
parameters   Prototypical  loop ntegrals   

Expansion in external  

momenta  P and  

fequencies  

Logarithmic divergences 

and ¯-functions 



Mathematica package  xAct 
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Check in conformal gauge 

Compare to regular ``relativistic’’ gauge 

same 



Renormalization flows: 

AF UV fixed point 

strongly coupled f. point 

Cf.  conformal truncation of (2+1)D HG, Benedetti 
and Guarneri, JHEP 03(2014)078: f. point ¸=1/2, 

unitarity at  G<0, ¸>1 



Conclusions 

Projectable versions of HG are renormalizable -- “regular” 

propagators and gauge fixing conditions 
 

(2+1)-dimensional Horava-Lifshitz gravity is unitary and 

asymptotically free – perturbatively UV-complete theory 
  

In IR one can have ¸ 1  – GR limit? Need for nonperturbative 

analysis as G1 
 

Towards consistent (3+1)-dimensional QG – other calculational 

methods (heat kernel technique) 


